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The Transformation of a Motif 
"They Entered the House of Sirnon and Andrew" (Mark 1,29) 
I. Mark 
1.1 Introduction 
In his description of a typical day in the life of Jesus (Mark 1,21-34), the 
evangelist Mark presents the figure of Jesus entering and then leaving the syn-
agogue in the cornpany of his disciples. Subsequently the little band enters the 
horne of Sirnon and Andrew, where they are served by the lady of the house. 
Each of these two places, the house and the synagogue, serves as a locale in 
which Mark places sorne of the typical activity of Jesus. In the synagogue, Jesus 
teaches and exorcises. In the house of Sirnon and Andrew, he eures Sirnon's 
rnother-in-law. These localized activities distinguish Jesus frorn those who have 
accornpanied hirn. 
Mark brings his narration of this typical day's activity to closure with the first 
of the Markan surnrnaries (Mark 1,32-34). It underscores the role of Jesus as a 
healer and exorcist. Mark includes his first rehearsal of the rnessianic secret 
within this dense surnrnary. Irnbedded within it is a narrative detail, reprised by 
neither Matthew nor Luke, narnely, that of verse 33: "And the whole city was 
gathered around the door". Many conternporary readings of the Markan gospel 
highlight the significance of this verse - a verse which earlier exegesis could 
easily dismiss as so rnuch "artless detail". 
Those who read Mark frorn the perspective of conternporary literary criti-
cisrn note that the setting of the Markan narrative is replete with monumental 
architecture. The synagogue1 and the horne2 are irnportant features of Mark's 
story. Frorn the narrative standpoint, the door that is innocently introduced in V. 
33 belongs to the sarne kind of setting as the house of Sirnon and Andrew, which 
Mark had introduced as the locale for Jesus' first healing rniracle. 
Mark 1,21.23.29.39; 3,1; 6,2; 12,39; 13,9. 
2 Mark 1,29; 2,15; 3,25.27; 6,4.10; 7,24; 9,33; 10,10.29.30; 12,40; 13,15.34.35; 14,3 
(oCxtoc); 2,1.11.26; 3,20; 5,19.38; 7,17.30; 8,3.26; 9,28; 11,17 (o[xoc;). 
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Those who read Mark's gospel frorn a sociological perspective focus upon 
the synagogue and the home as significant social indicators. These terms, 
cruvo:yoy~ and o(xCo:, do not simply identify space. They designate a kind of space 
in which the specific activity of significant social groups takes place. These 
groups are respectively the religious group which gathers in synagogue for 
prayer and teaching and the family which gathers in the home for a variety of 
farnilial activity. From the social standpoint the door is also a barrier which defi-
nes Iimits. It divides those who are inside the home from those who are outside, 
those who are members of the family from those who are not. Seen from this 
perspective the door of V. 33 is hardly an innocent feature of the Markan narra-
tive. 
The door of V. 33 becomes even more conspicuous when Mark 1,33 is corn-
pared with 2,2. From the perspective of Mark's narrative setting we once again 
have Capernaum (1,21; 2,1), the home (1,29; 2,1) and the door (1,33; 2,2). Once 
again there is a gathering (1,23; 2,2). When, however, the summary of 1,32-34 is 
compared with that of 2,1-2, some notable contrasts appear. The first is the size 
of the crowds. In the first instance (1,33), it is the "whole city" which gathers at 
the door. Since Jesus' exit from the home has not been mentioned,3 one might 
presume that the entire city is observing Jesus who, from within the house, eures 
those who have been brought to him. In the second instance (2,2), Mark graphi-
cally states that, "so many gathered around that there was no Ionger room for 
thern, not even in front of the door". Mark would have his readers understand 
that Jesus' first foray outside of the citywas so impressive that the wouldbe ob-
servers are now so numerous that they cannot gather around the door so as to 
be able to see inside the house. A second feature which contrasts the surnmary 
of 2,1-2 with that of 1,32-33 concerns the activity of Jesus. As the Markan narra-
tive gathers in intensity, Mark shifts his focus from Jesus the thaumaturge (1,32, 
34) to Jesus "who was speaking the word to thern" (2,2). Despite the fact that the 
crowds are unable to see inside the house, the word of Jesus is addressed to 
thern. 
Thirdly, when the home setting of 1,29-34 is compared with that of 2,1-12, 
one rnight note that in 1,29-34, Jesus' prototypical disciples, Simon and Andrew, 
James and John, are in the house with him. In point of fact, the evangelist speci-
fically mentions that J esus' activity takes place in the home of Simon and An-
drew. The narrator introduces 2,1-12 with a report that Jesus was "at home". 
3 Cf. 1,35. 
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While the setting is clearly a home, the evangelist does not identify the home 
owner nor does he specifically state that the disciples were inside the home. The 
home serves as a literary motif by which the evangelist highlights Jesus' desire to 
be apart from the crowds,4 a function of the "Messianic secret".5 
Since the settings and summaries of Mark's gospel are among those passages 
in which the evangelist's editorial hand is clearly at work,6 one might conclude 
from the way in which the motif of the home occurs in 1,29-2,2 that the home is 
a significant literary motif in the Markan narrative. A reading of Mark's gospel 
confirms that this is indeed the case. The evangelist places a significant part of 
Jesus' activity within the home. 
1.2 The Hause (oi.x[oc) as a Narrative Setting 
Within the hause (oi.x[oc) of Sirnon and Andrew Jesus eures Simon's mother-
in-law (1,29). Within the home of Levi, the tax coilector (2,15), Jesus utters his 
first mission statement: "Those who are weil have no need of a physician, but 
those who are sick; I have come to call not the righteous but sinners" (2,17). The 
setting for this pregnant statement is a controversy which ensued over Jesus' ha-
ving dinner with tax collectors and sinners. Mark teils his story in such a way that 
the mission statement is uttered in the hearing of Jesus' disciples and for their 
benefit. The third identifiable home in which Mark locates some of Jesus' most 
significant activity is that of Sirnon the Leper (14,3). Again there is a contro-
versy, this time over the anointing of Jesus. The controversy serves as a setting 
for a significant utterance of J esus, issuing in the solemn culmination, "Truly I 
teil you, where the good news is proclaimed in the whole world, what she has 
done will be told in memory of her" (14, 9). 
1.2.1 Three other passages in Mark's gospel identify a hause as the locale of 
Jesus significant activity, but do not specify the hause in which this activity takes 
place. Jesus' discourse with the Syrophoenician woman is located in a home in 
the region of Tyre (7,24). From that hause Jesus performs an exorcism-from-
afar for the benefit of the daughter of the Gentile woman. 
4 See 1,45. 
5 Cf. 7,24. 
6 Apropos 1,32-34 and 2,1-2 see G. van Oyen, De Summaria in Marcus ende Com-
positie van Mc 1,14-8,26 (SNTA, 12), Leuven 1987,58-64.71-74. 
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1.2.2 Within the narrative unit which features Jesus the teacher (8,27-
10,45),7 Mark's Jesus twice makes use of a house as a place within which to in-
struct his disciples. Immediately after the second passion prediction J esus dialo-
gues with the disciples (9,33-37) while in a home in Capernaum, presumably the 
house (ol'xo<;) into which Jesus had entered when he was previously in Ca-
pernaum (2,1).8 This dialogue culminates in the mission statement of 9,37, 
"whoever welcomes one such child in my name welcomes me, and whoever wel-
comes me welcomes not me but the one who sent me". 
Mark's redactional hand is quite visible in the setting of this dialogue, in 
which the mention of the house provides an important architectural element. 
Otherwise, narrative followed by a dialogue is a characteristic feature of Mark's 
compositional style.9 The double reference to a place in V. 33 reflects Mark's 
work, as does the repetition of cognate verbs in VV. 33-34 (O'Lsf-oyCi,:ecr~s; 
O'Lst..6x.~'1Jcrocv). 10 In Mark's gospel Jesus is the supreme interrogator,11 especially 
in the unit on Jesus the teacher. 'Enspvn:ocw is one of Mark's favorite words.12 In 
V. 33 Mark uses this verb to portray Jesus the teacher who instructs his disciples 
according to the established patterns of Socratic dialogue.13 The narrative unit 
on Jesus the teacher had begun14 (8,17-30) with this same pattern of Socratic 
dialogue. 
1.2.3 After Jesus' public conflict with the Pharisees on the issue of divorce, 
the disciples come to him in the house (10,10) and question him about the mat-
7 See V.K Robbins, Jesus the Teacher: A Socio-rhetorical Interpretation of Mark, 
Philadelphia 1984, 158-163. 
8 Matthew has apparently taken this to be Jesus' own home town (eL<; 1:~v [O'Cocv 
7tOALV, Matt 9,1), but the Markan narrative is indeterminate on this point. 
9 See F. Neüynck, Duayty in Mark: Contributions to the Study of the Markan Re-
daction (BETL, 31), Leuven 1988, 115-119. 
10 See Neüynck, Duality, 94.77-82. 
11 See Mark 8,27.29; 9,11.16.21.28.33; 10,3.36.38. 
12 Mark uses the verb twenty-five times (5,9; 7,5.7; 8,23.27.29; 9,11.16.21.28.32.33; 
10,2.10.17; 11,29; 12,18.28.34; 13,3; 14,60.61; 15,2.4.44) as compared with Matthew's use of 
the verb eight times and Luke's use of it seventeen times. Four of Matthew's eight and 
four of Luke's seventeen uses of the verb have been taken over from Mark (Matt 17,10; 
22,23.35; 27,11; Luke 8,30; 9,18; 20,27; 21,7. 
13 See R. Riesne1; Jesus als Lehrer (WUNT, 2/7), Tübingen 21984, 435. 
14 See 8,17-30. 
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ter which had been under discussion.15 This second question-and-answer session 
located within a hause ( oi.x.Ccx.) incorporates a pattern of dialogue in which the 
roles are reversed from what they were in the frrst instance. Then it was J esus 
who posed the questions, now it is the disciples who ask. 
The hause in which the questioning and instruction on divorce takes place is 
identified neither by reference to its owner nor by reference to its geographical 
location. Since Mark appends the dialogue with the disciples on divorce to the 
conflict story, the hause in which the dialogue takes place must be - at least from 
a narrative point of view - a hause located in the region of J udea and beyond the 
Jordan (10,1). This appears to be Markan code for some enigmatic foreign re-
gion.16 This home lying somewhere in the grcat beyond (10,10) clearly serves to 
separate the instruction of the disciples from the conflictual dialogue with the 
Pharisees (10,3-9). As such, the location of Jesus' instruction of the disciples in 
the unspecified house of 10,10 has a function consistent with the apartness func-
tion of the home at Capernaum in Mark 2,2. 
The home located "somewhere" (10,10) is the locale in which J esus explains 
his public teaching for the benefit of the disciples, just as the Capernaum home 
of 9,33 was a place for Jesus to teach the twelve. It is the twelve (9,35), rather 
than the disciples, who receive instruction from J esus in the Capernaum home. 
This designation of the recipients of Jesus' instruction as the twelve may weil be 
due to the fact that the pericope (9,33-37) culminates in a mission statement. In 
Mark,the group of disciples associated with the mission are identified as the 
twelve.17 
1.3 Mark's Use of oix.Ccx. 
This rapid overview of six passages in which Mark uses the term obdcx. to 
identify a narrative setting suggests that the term comes from the evangelist's 
own redactional efforts: Mark locates Jesus' significant activity in a private 
home. He identifies three home owners who affered hospitality to J esus, namely, 
Sirnon and Andrew, Levi, and Sirnon the Leper. Two homes are located in Ca-
pernaum (1,29; 9,33), and two of them are located in far away places (7,24; 
10,10). 
15 See R.F. Co!! ins, Divorce in the New Testament, Collegeville 1992, 65-103. 
16 See E.St. Malbon, NarrativeSpace and Mythic Meaning in Mark, San Francisco 
1986, 41-42. 
17 See Mark 3,14-15; 6,7; 9,35. 
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Jesus eures Simon's mother-in-law at home; from a home he performs an 
exorcism from afar. The home is also the place where Jesus pronounces some 
significant discourse. Within the Markan narrative, Jesus speaks about his own 
mission (2,15 .. 17) and the mission of his disciples (9,33-37). Within a home, Je-
sus privately instructs the disciples about the halakah (10,10-12) to be drawn 
from the creation story. Mark's redaction of the setting for this instruction cle-
arly indicates that Mark intends his readers to understand that Jesus instructed 
his disciples separately, that is, apart from the curious crowds and the hostile 
Pharisees. 
1.4 A Pattem of Usage 
The resumptive nci.ll.~v of 10,10 indicates that Mark wants his reader to know 
that it is an old pattern which is occurring. In fact, Mark's use of the motif of the 
private instruction of the disciples in 10,10 is parallel with three earlier occur-
rences of this motif in the Markan gospel (Mark 4,10; 7,17; 9,28). In all four epi-
sodes, we find a recurrent pattern; 1) a mention of the disciples as subject of the 
verb, 2) the verb "to ask", 3) the identification of the object of the inquiry, that is, 
what Jesus has said or done. In response to the disciples' query, Jesus offers in-
struction on the parables ( 4,11-12, 13-20), on defilement (7,20-23), on prayer 
(9,29), and on divorce (10,11-12). 
In their Markan configuration, all four of these instructions are instructions 
for the disciples- presumably the disciples of Jesus within the Markan commu-
nity. From Mark's description it is clear that only those disciples who probe 
further can understand the meaning of Jesus' parables ( 4,10; 7,17). The use of 
the plural, na.pa.ßoll.ci.<; ( 4,10), indicates that this is a generic observation rather 
than a specific one. Only Jesus' disciples can understand his parables, that is, 
with the interpretation which Jesus, serving as the angelus interpres, can pro-
vide.18 
The parallelism between J esus' instruction on parables and his words on de-
filement is particularly close (4,10-12; 7,17-23). In each instance the enigmatic 
statement which prompts the disciples' question is a parable. In both cases the 
Markan Jesus addresses the theme of the disciples' lack of understanding (4,13; 
7,18) and makes a statement in two parts - another telltale sign of Markan re-
daction - the second part of which is introduced by a specific textual marker, 
(Mys~, 4,13; sll.sysv, 7,20). In both instances, Mark's narrative highlights the 
18 See, however, 12,12. 
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private nature of the disciples' question and Jesus' response: in 4,10 Mark expli-
citly states that Jesus was xoc1:oc ~6vocc;; the cbto 1:oü öx.i-.oü of 7,1719 serves the 
same purpose. In 7,17 Mark20 gives narrative form to the notion of Jesus' apart-
ness with the mention of Jesus entering into the hause (olxoc;). 
In terms of narrative theory, the evangelist has shown the apartness of Jesus 
by stating that Jesus had entered the hause apart from the crowd. The hause 
symbolizes the apartness of Jesus. That the hause functions in Mark's narrative 
in this fashion comes to the fore a few verses later, when the evangelist relates 
that Jesus "entered a hause and did not want anyone to know he was there" 
(7,24). In this respect it should be noted that it is Jesus who takes the initiative in 
going apart. A singularform of the verb "to enter" (eicr~/-.;3-sv) is used in 7,17 and 
24, just as it is in 2,1 and 9,28:21 Jesus enters the hause. 
As a symbol of Jesus' apartness, the hause can serve as a metaphor for the 
intimacy which Jesus enjoys with his disciples. It is in the hause that Jesus can 
enjoy private discourse with his disciples. This symbolic value of the hause is 
clearly seen in the short pericope which follows the account of Jesus' healing a 
boy possessed by a spirit. In this little scene (9, 28-30), Mark, as the narrative 
theorists would say, both shows (sicrsf-.;J-6v.oc; ocu1:oü sEc; orxov) and teils about 
(xoc1:' E8Cocv) Jesus' apartness. Once apart, Jesus can instruct his disciples. 
1.5 orxoc; as a Narrative Setting 
In Mark 10,10, the evangelist uses oExCoc to designate the locale of Jesus' in-
struction of his disciples and as a symbol of the intimacy that exists between Je-
sus and his disciples. The expressive pattern within which the term is employed 
is parallelled in other narratives where the privacy of J esus is expressed by 
means of the formulaic xoc1:oc ~6vocc;jxoc1:' [8Cocv (4,10; 9,28) or by means of an ol-
xoc; formulation (7,17; 9,28). OLxoc; thus designates the hause with a singular nar-
rative and symbolic function. In this respect there seems to be little difference 
between Mark's use of olxoc; and oi.xCoc. 
The impression is confirmed when we look at two other places in which 
Mark uses olxoc; as a locale for Jesus' significant activity (2,1; 5,38). In Mark 1,29 
19 Cf. 7,14. 
20 Note the use of the double locality, eic; olxov, ocno 1:oü ÖX.AOU. See Neirynck, 
Duality, 95. Apropos Mark's duality in spatial references, see also Malbon, Narrative 
Space, 61-62. 
21 Cf. 5,39.40. 
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the harne ( dx.Ccx.) of Sirnon and Andrew had served as the setting for a healing 
narrative; in 7,24 a harne (oi.xCcx.) in a far away land serves as a setting for an ex-
orcisrn frorn a distance. In Mark 2,1 Jesus is at harne (orxot;), when they bring 
the paralytic to him. The dornestic location of the healing is dramatized as the 
narrative continues and the evangelist uses the hause to function as a barrier of 
access to Jesus, thereby underscoring the difficulty of the rniracle (2,4).22 Jesus is 
"at harne" as he heals and teaches. 
Sirnilarly, J esus raises a twelve-year old girl frorn the dead in the harne of 
Jairus (orxot;, 5,38). The story of Jesus' raising Jairus' daughter cornes in two 
parts (5,21-24 and 35-43). A striking exarnple of the evangelist's predilection for 
duality, the use of the sandwich technique is a well-known feature of Markan 
cornposition.23 In the exarnple at band, that of the narrative about Jairus' 
daughter, the sandwich technique shows the band of the evangelist at work. As 
was the case with Mark's narration of the eure of the paralytic (2,1-12), the 
hause serves a significant narrative function in the account of the raising of 
Jairus' daughter. The hause provides a privatized locale in which Jesus raises the 
young girl frorn the dead, witnessed only by a srnall group of five persons, that is, 
the young girl's parents and the three disciples who were with Jesus (Peter, Ja-
rnes and John). The latter three are witnesses to this rniracle at harne, just as 
they were to the eure of an older wornan at harne in 1,29-31. 
In Mark's narrative account, there is one additional rnention of the harne 
( orxot;), which rnight, at first sight, appear to be so insignificant that it is easily 
overlooked. This is found in 3,20,24 "then he went harne" (spx.s•cx.~ si.t; olxov). In 
Mark's narrative this short sentence serves as a transitional verse, with contra-
sting and attracting features. The topographical cantrast with 3,13a, "he went up 
the rnountain" (xcx.L <ivcx.ßcx.Cve;~ si.<;; 1:0 äpo<;;) is apparent. 3,20 teils the reader that 
J esus has shifted the locale of his activity. 
The focus of attention is on Jesus; we recognize the Markan rnotif of Jesus' 
entering a house!25 The narrative suggests, however, that the twelve, who were 
22 Cf. Luke 5,19. 
23 See Mark 3,20-21 and 31-35 with 3,22-30; 5,21-24.35-43 with 5,25-34; 6,7-13 and 
6,30 with 6,14-29; 11,12-14 and 11,20-25 with 11,15-19; 14,1-2 and 14,10-11 with 11,3-9; 
14,53-54 and 66-72, with 14,55-65. 
24 
= 3,19b in NRSV. 
25 See Mark 5,38; 7,17; 9,28. 
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(.LS1:, a.tnoü,Z6 also went to bis home: "so that they (octnou<;) could not even eat". 
This domestic detail continues the motif of Jesus' presence at home.27 Jesus' 
home is not, however, a place of solitude. The crowds invade the privacy of Je-
sus. Jesus' presence at home attracts the crowds. This motif had already been 
found in 2,1-2, as Mark invites the reader to recall by means of his use of a re-
sumptive nallw in3,20. Thus there is narrative consistency between the transitio-
nal 3,20 and other Markan uses of the domestic motif. 
The similarity between Mark's transitional 3,20 and 2,1-2 suggests that the 
home of 3,20 is Jesus' home in Capernaum. In neither instance, however, does 
the evangelist actually state that Jesus had a home in Capernaum. The Markan 
narrative suggests, nonetheless, that the home of 2,1 and 3,20 is a seaside 
home,28 therefore presumably located in Capernaum-by-the-sea. Matthew's re-
daction of the eure of the paralytic certainly locates the setting of the story in Je-
sus' home town (Matt 9,1). Again in 9,33 Mark relates that Jesus entered into a 
home in Capernaum. 
Mark uses the mention of Jesus' presence at home in 3,20 as a transitional 
verse. The verse can serve as a transitional element in the present essay, since it 
brings to completion those passages in which the house - oix(a. in 1,29; 2,15; 7,24; 
9,33; and 14,3; olxo<; in 2,1; 3,20; 5,38; 7:17; and 9,28- serves as a setting for va-
rious scenes in the Markan narrative. 
1.6 "Going Horne" 
There are a number of passages in which a house otherwise figures in the 
Markan story. The mention of the crowds being sent home in 8,3 is simply a nar-
rative detail, intended to highlight the seriousness of the situation. In four other 
pericopes, however, going home or being sent home is an important element in 
a miracle story. The motif serves to establish the effectiveness of Jesus' miracu-
lous activity. Jesus teils the paralytic (2,11) and the Gerasene demoniac (5,19) to 
go home. The blind man whom Jesus met as he came to Bethsaida was sent 
home (8,26). In these instances the ability to go home serves to demoostrate the 
effectiveness of the miracle. On the other hand, the Syrophoenician woman went 
home (7,30). There she discovered that her daughter had been healed from afar 
by Jesus. 
26 Cf. 3,14. 
27 Cf. Mark 2,1.4. 
28 See Mark 2,13; 4,1. 
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Within these four miracle stories, Jesus' command to go home, addressed to 
the sometime possessed man at Gerasa is particularly important. It constitutes 
the first part of the commission which the former demoniac received from Jesus: 
"Go home to your friends, and teil them how much the Lord has done for you, 
and what mercy he has shown you" (5,19). The liberated man responds eagerly: 
"And he went away and began to proclaim in the Decapolis how much Jesus had 
clone for him; and everyone was amazed" (5,20). 
The healing of the demoniac in the region of the Gerasenes was a borderline 
experience. In crossing the sea, Jesus crossed traditionallimits; he went "beyond 
the sea". The sea was a barrier which Jesus easily crossed.29 The exorcism is lo-
cated on the other side of the sea and in the country of the Gerasenes. The geo-
graphic duality of Mark's setting of the scene clearly betrays the hand of the 
evangelist at work. 
Once cured, the demoniac wishes tobe with Jesus (Cvoc [J.e't' octhoü jj), that is, 
to join the company of the twelve.30 Jesus does not allow him to do so. Rather 
he sends away the man who has experienced his presence and power, with the 
command that he teil his own folks (1:ou<; crou<;) how much the Lord had clone 
and how he had mercy. This double description of what the former demoniac is 
commanded to announce is characteristically Markan. In fact, both clauses de-
scribe but a single reality.31 The xocC which joins them together is an epexegetical 
xocC. What the Lord had done for the demoniac was, in fact, an act of mercy. 
The pair of verses (VV. 19-20) describes the commissioning of a missionary 
and as weil as the fact that the one who has been commissioned does what he 
has been told.32 He had been told to make an announeerneut (ocnocyysf..f..Cil)33 
and he did it. The sometime demoniac preached about the deeds of the Lord Je-
sus in the Decapolis, before Jesus hirnself preached in that region (7,31).34 His 
proclamation anticipates the presence of J esus; he goes b~fore the way of the 
29 Cf. Malbon, Narrative Space, 77.100. 
30 Cf. Mark 3,14. 
31 Neirynck considers them to be synonymaus expressions. See Neirynck, Duality, 
103. 
32 Neirynck considers the command-fulfillment schema as yet another expression of 
Markan duality. See Neilynck, Duality, 119-121. 
33 See 5,14 and 6,30. Cf. 16,10.13. 
34 Cf. Malbon, Narrative Space, 27. One should note that 5,20 and 7,31 are the only 
two passages in which the Decapolis figures in Mark's narrative. 
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Lord. In fulfilling his mission the missionary has implicitly identified Jesus as 
Lord. He had been told to announce what the Lord had clone (V. 19); he an-
nounced what Jesus had clone (V. 20). Response to his proclamation was enthu-· 
siastic: everyone was amazed. 
It was "at home" ( eU; 'T:OV rix.ov, 5,19) that the once and sometime demoniac 
preached to his own.35 It was there that the news of the Lord's having mercy was 
announced to the people. Thus, the house of the Gerasene demoniac appears as 
a locus of evangelization. In this respect the Gerasene's house (rix.o<,;), as a motif 
in missionary discourse, has a function similar to the house (oix.Coc 6,10) in 
Mark's narrative of the commissioning of the twelve, that is, the Markan missio-
nary discourse (6,6b-13). Jesus teils the twelve, prototypical apostles that they 
were,36 "Wherever you enter the house, stay there until you leave the place". Je-
sus entered houses in order to do his ministry and instruct his disciples, the 
twelve were commanded and expected to do likewise. 
1.7 The Hause in Missionary Discourse 
The house is, in fact, a significant motif in missionary discourse - and not 
only because the house is a locus of evangelization. The house, wherein the 
apostle preaches, normally stands in contrast with the house from which the 
apostle has come. Two significant passages in Mark's gospel bear this out. The 
one is a Iogion on the prophet, found in all four gospels.37 Its Markan version is, 
"Prophets are not without honor, except in their hometown, and among their 
own kin, and in their own house" (Mark 6,4). The other saying is a formallogion 
which the Markan Jesus addresses to a skeptical Peter, "Truly I teil you, there is 
no one who has left house ( oi.x.Coc) or brothers or sisters or mother or father or 
children or fields, for my sake and for the sake of the good news, who will not 
receive a hundredfold now in this age - houses (oix.Coc), brothers and sisters, 
mothers and children, and fields with persecutions - and in the age to come 
eternallife" (10,29-30). 
35 Neirynck considers s(<,; 'T:OV olx.ov and npo<,; 'T:OU<,; O'OU<,; as another example of 
Markan duality. See Nebynck, Duality, 94. 
36 See Mark 3,14, where the preferable reading of the text includes Jesus naming the 
twelve as apostles. 
37 Matt 13,57; Mark 6,4; Luke 4,24; John 4,44. Cf. G. Thom. 31. On the Johannine 
version of the logion, see R.F. Co/lins, These Things Have Been Written. Studies on the 
Fourth Gospel (Louvain Theological and Pastoral Monographs, 2), Louvain-Grand 
Rapids 1990, 141-143. 
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Mention of the gospel in the protasis and of persecutions in the apodosis in-
dicates the use made of this traditionallogion in Christian missionary circles.38 
Otherwise the saying may weil be Jesuanic in its core. The Palestiman setting, 
the radicalism of wandering discipleship, the almost physical nature of the re-
ward in this life, and the eschatological nuance characterize it as a traditional 
saying. Radical discipleship demands leaving one's home; but new homes are to 
be created for those who follow Jesus. New kinship ties are to replace those left 
behind. The missionary has left one house, his house of origin, but will enter into 
many houses where he will fmd hirnself at home, in the presence of many brot-
hers and sisters. 
1.8 The House in other Discourse Material 
In Mark's gospel Jesus also speaks about a house (oixCoc) in two parables, 
each of which has some eschatological significance. In the saying of 3,26-27,39 a 
thrice-mentioned house serves as a metaphor for the kingdom of Satan. In a 
Markan parable which grounds an exhortation to eschatological vigilance, the 
Parousia is likened to a hauseholder who returns from a journey at an unex-
pected hour (13,34-36). The reference to the slaves (aouf...oL) is clearly an allusion 
to the disciples.40 The "master of the house" (o xupw~ 1:~c; oixCoc~) is a not so 
veiled reference to the Parousiac Lord, who shall return after some delay. 
Five additional references to a house appear in Mark's discourse material 
(oixCoc, in 12,40 and 13,15; ol:xo~ in 2,26 and 11,17 [2x]). These mentions of the 
house are not as significant for the present course of inquiry as are the above-
mentioned use of this vocabulary, but they must be cited for completeness' sake. 
In Mark's eschatological discourse, reference to a house provides a graphic de-
tail which lends immediacy to the speech: "the one on the housetop must not go 
down or enter the house to take anything away" (13,15). The warning against the 
scribes in 12,38-40 includes, as part of the description of their deviant behavior 
that, "they devour widows' houses". The citation of Isa 56,7 in 11, 17 provides 
38 See R. Pesch, Das Markusevangelium, II (HThK, 2/2), Freiburg-Basel-Wien 
1977, 145; E. Schüssler Fiorenza, In Memory of Her. A Feminist Theological Reconstruc-
tion of Christian Origins, New York 1983, 147. 
39 Some authors suggest that this saying is rooted in the Q tradition. See, for exam-
ple, R. S~, Jesus and the Unclean Spirit: The Literacy Relation Between Mark and Q in 
the Beelzebul Controversy (Mark 3:20-30 par), in: Louvain Studies 17 (1992) 166-180, 
170-174. 
40 Cf. Pesch, Mk II, 315. 
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Mark with two uses of cixcx; in which the noun designates the temple at Je-
rusalem, "My house shall be called a house of prayer for all the nations" (11,17). 
Previously, reference to the biblical story about David's eating the bread of Pre-
sence41 had allowed the Markan Jesus to call the Jerusalem temple "the house 
of God" (2,26). 
I. 9 Conclusion 
This rapid overview of Mark's use of oix.Coc-cixo<; vocabulary confrrms the in-
itial suggestion that the "house" is not an insignificant feature in the Markan nar-
rative. lt serves an important narrative function insofar as it provides a signifi-
cant setting for Mark's story. Use of the motif is, moreover, an important ele-
ment in the rhetorical appeal of the Markan Jesus. By means of the house motif, 
with its concomitant kinship themes, Mark enables his J esus to discourse in such 
a way that his message intersects with the real Jives of those to whom he is 
speaking. It reaches them at home, as it were. 
When the Markan story is read with due attention paid to the social circum-
stances of its composition, it is clear that his narrative reflects the social organi-
zation of the Christian communities of his time.42 The home was a locus of 
evangelization.43 The house church was the basic unit of ecclesial organization. 
It was at home that Christians were catechized. There it was that the eucharist 
was celebrated. There it was that they experienced the powerful presence of the 
Lord. There they discussed the meaning of his life and teaching. There they 
awaited his return as Lord. 
In this regard it is interesting to note that dassie form criticism had long ago 
drawn attention to the Christian gathering, over and against early Christian mis-
sionary activity, as the most likely Sitz-im-Leben of the miracle story.44 With 
their emphasis on the power of the thaumaturge, these stories have a (low) chri-
stological emphasis. Nonetheless, their pointisthat the power of Jesus, the divi-
41 See 1 Sam 21,1-7. 
42 See R.F. Co/tins, Small Groups: An Experience of Church, in: Louvain Studies 13 
(1988) 109-136, esp. 109-115. 
43 See W Vogler, Die Bedeutung der urchristlichen Hausgemeninde für die Ausbrei-
tung des Evangeliums, in: TLZ 107 (1982) 785-792. 
44 See, for example, M. Dibelius, Die Formgeschichte des Evangeliums, Tübingen 51966, 90-91. Substantially this material is contained in an earlier English-language 
translation of the work: From Tradition to Gospel, New York n.d., 93-95. 
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nely-empowered thaumaturge, continues to live within the narrow circle of his 
disciples. 
This social situation of the church in the decades immediately following upon 
the death and resurrection of Jesus contributes to the "engaged" character of the 
Markan story of Jesus and his disciples. This is quite clear in the parable of 
Mark 13,34-35, to which the exhortation on vigilance is appended. It was in a 
home that Christians gathered. There they rehearsed their awaiting of Jesus as 
Lord. There they could identify themselves as servants of this same Lord and as 
brother and sister to one another. With Gerd Theissen,45 one might suggest that 
the sympathetic families of Sirnon and Andrew (1,29) and of Sirnon the Leper 
(14,3) might each have been the nucleus of a later local community, the church 
at home. 
Mark portrays Jesus discussing the meaning of his teaching at home (2,15; 
7,17; 9,33; 10,10; cf. 4,10; 7,17). To a great degree Mark's description reflects the 
situation of the Christians of his day who were engaged in discussing the mea-
ning of Jesus' teaching when they came together at home. It was at home that 
they prayed and learned about prayer (9,29). It was there that they learned 
about living in a manner that was in keeping with the Jesus tradition (10,10). 
Those in need had experienced the powerful presence of Jesus at home (1,29; 
2,1; 5,38; 7,24), just as the Christians of Mark's day experienced the powerful 
presence of Jesus at home. At home one could experience the power of Jesus 
(7,30), even when Jesus was somehow absent. 
Evangelizers like Paul left their homes ( cf. 10,29), and were received into 
other homes (6,30), where they were to find brothers and sisters (10,30). It was 
from the home and in the home that the word was spoken, a word that was so 
powerful that it could not be restricted to a single home (2,1-2). First century 
Christians might even have had the impression that, as they waited for the return 
of their eschatological Lord, the master of the house, the whole world was look-
ing at and listening to what was happening in the Christian home. 
45 See G. Theissen, Sociology of Early Palestinian Christianity, Philadelphia 1978, 17. 
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2.Matthew 
2.1 Introduction 
Mark first introduced the motif of the home into his narrative when he de-
scribed Jesus entering the house of Sirnon and Andrew in the company of James 
and John (1,29). From the perspective afforded by the hypothesis of Matthean 
dependence on Mark, it is interesting to note that Matthew's account of the eure 
of Simon's mother-in-law (Matt 8,14-15) is somewhat different from that of his 
Markan Vorlage. Since Matthew's style of narrating the miracle tales is some-
what more succinct than that of Mark, it comes as no surprise that Mark's short 
tale is shorter still in Matthew. Matthew has omitted from the setting of the 
story not only the departure from the synagogue, rendered inappropriate by the 
just completed long discourse on the mountain, but also mention of the presence 
of Andrew, James and John. 
The focus of the Matthean story is clearly on Jesus and Peter. The evangelist 
accentuates the person and role of J esus in various ways, that is, by introducing 
the proper name of Jesus, by changing the number of the verb of motion from 
the plural to the singular, and by identifying Jesus as the one who saw that the 
mother-in-law was sick.46 By writing that "Jesus entered Peter's house" (8,14) the 
evangelist accentuates the person and role of Peter. Peter is the only disciple ci-
ted by name in the little pericope.47 He is identified as "Peter", that is, by the 
symbolic name which will later be given to him. As the evangelist tells his story, 
he anticipates the changing of Simon's name, whose significance will be explored 
in 16,18. 
Matthew's way of dealing with Mark's frrst mention of the hause that Jesus 
entered may provide a clue for understanding Matthew's possible transforma-
tion of the hause motif. In fact, although of.xCoc-olxcx;; vocabulary appears in 
Matthew about as often as it occurs in Mark - of.xCoc twenty-six times48 as compa-
red with Mark's eighteen, olxcx;; nine times as compared with Mark's thirteen, 
46 Cf. Mark 1,29-31, where the entire group enters the house and where they tell Je-
sus' about the woman's illness. 
47 See A.J. Nau, Peter in Matthew. Discipleship, Diplomacy, and Dispraise ... with 
an Assessment of Power and Privilege in the Petrine Office (Good News Studies, 36), 
Collegeville 1992, 72. 
48 See Matt 2,11; 5,15; 7,24.25.26.27; 8,6.14; 9,10.23.28; 10,12.13.14; 12,25.29 (2x); 
13,1.36.57; 17,25; 19,29; 23,13; 24,17.43; 26,6. 
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thus, thirty-five uses of o[x(a.-olxoc;; as compared with Mark's thirty-one uses of 
these terms - Matthew uses the motif in a different way. An initial impression of 
this difference is to be gleaned from Matthew's redaction of the Markan passa-
ges in which o[x.Ca.-olxoc;; vocabulary appears. 
2.2 The House as a Narrative Setting 
As far as those Markan passages where a house serves as a narrative setting 
for Jesus' significant activity are concerned, Matthew has retained the house of 
Sirnon the leper (26,6) as a setting for the story of J esus' anointing. The eure of 
the mother-in-law takes place in Peter's hause (8,14). The discourse on Jesus' 
mission no Ionger takes place in a hause identified as belanging to Levi; rather it 
takes place simply in "the hause" (9,10).49 The narrative flow of Matthew's story 
implies that this hause is not Levi's house; it would appear to be some other 
hause, perhaps Jesus' own. Matthew places the raising of Jairus' daughter in a 
hause (9,23). This house is not identified, as in Mark, as the hause of the Ieader 
of the synagogue (cipx_Ltmvciycuyoc;;); rather it is the house of the Ieader (<ipx_cuv). 
The revised phraseology may stem from Matthew's own on-going argument with 
the scribes and Pharisees, who epitomize evil in his account. 
On the other hand, Jesus' dialogue with the Canaanite woman is not situated 
in a home, nor is she told to go home, there to find her healed daughter (15,21-
28; cf. Mark 7,24-30). Matthew has, nonetheless, intercalated into the latter 
scene a mission statement which includes the mention of a house, namely, "I was 
sent only to the lost sheep of the house of Israel" (15,24). 
Matthew's tendency to delete references to the hause from his settings is 
even more pronounced when we look at Matthew's redaction of those Markan 
texts in which Jesus addressed significant discourse to his disciples in the context 
of a hause. Mark locates the interpretation of the parable on defilement in the 
hause, "When he left the crowd and entered the hause, his disciples asked him 
about the parable" (Mark 7,17). Matthew has deleted the reference to the house. 
In the Matthean setting the disciples solemnly approach J esus, "then the disci-
ples approached (n:pocrsM}onsc;;) and said to him, 'Do you know that the Phari-
49 On the change of name from Levi to Matthew, see R. Pesch, Levi-Matthäus (Mc. 
2.14/Mt. 9.9; 10.3): Ein Beitrag zur Lösung eines alten Problems, in: ZNW 59 (1968) 40-
56. The change of name may have contributed to Matthew's variant rendering of the 
house setting in 9,10. 
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sees took offense when they heard what you said"' (15,12). The evangelist reser-
ves to Peter, however, the role of inquisitive spokesperson (V. 15). 
A similarly solemn approach to Jesus on the part of the disciples50 introduces 
Matthew's version of the instruction on true greatness: "At that time the disci-
ples came (npocr~:Mtov OL ~OC~7J1:ocC) to Jesus and asked, ... " (18,1). With this as his 
introduction Matthew has completely eliminated Mark's description of Jesus ta-
king the initiative in instructing his disciples as weil as the location of the scene 
in a house at Capernaum (Mark 9,33). 
In place of Mark's "Then in the house the disciples asked him again about 
this matter" (Mark 10,10), Matthew has "His disciples said to him" (19,10). Si-
milar structural, thematic and linguistic features show the dependence of Matt 
19,3-12 on Mark 10,2-12, but Matthew has eliminated the domestic setting for 
the disciples' further investigation of the matter at hand, that is, the discussion 
on divorce. 
Reference to the house is likewise omitted from Matthew's instructional ap-
pendix to the story of Jesus' healing a boy possessed by a spirit. Whereas Mark 
9,28 had read, "When he had entered the house, his disciples asked him privately 
... ", Matt 17,19 reads: "Then the disciples came to Jesus privately and said ... 
(1:61:e; npocrsf..~6ne;c; ci ~OC~7J1:0CL 1:~ 'l7Jcroü xoc1:' t~Cocv e;?:nov). Matthew's emenda-
tion of the Markan text retains the Markan OL ~OC~7J1:0CL ... xoc1:' t~Cocv, but the do-
mestic setting for the dialogue has disappeared in favor of Matthew's typical so-
lemn approach (npocrsf..~6nsc;)51 of the disciples to Jesus. 
In 17,19 ( cf. Mark 3,28) Matthew has deleted the house from the setting of 
the discussion on exorcism and prayer. He has, nonetheless, retained the Mar-
kan theme of privacy. By his editorial omission of the house in 17,19 Matthew 
has effectively served to eliminate the house as a metaphor for J esus' intimacy 
with his disciples in his gospel. With the omission of Mark 7,24 from the story 
about the Syrophoenecian, he has also eliminated another passage in which the 
symbolism of the house was patent. 
50 Wilkins notes that this is an example (see also 15,23; 16,25; 17,6, 13; 19,10) of 
Matthew adding unique material containing the term ~OC~7J1:~c; which is not found in his 
sources. See MJ. Wilkins, The Concept of Disciple in Matthew's Gospel as Reflected in 
the Use of the Term ~OC~7J1:~<;; (NovTestSuppl, 59), Leiden 1988, 133. 
51 Mark had used a more simple form of the verb. Mark's singular number of the 
participle places the emphasis on Jesus' entrance rather than on the disciples' approach, 
as is the case in Matthew. 
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Matthew's retention of the privacy motif at 17,19 contrasts with the elimina-
tion of the privacy theme from his introduction to the pericope which offers the 
reason for Jesus speaking in parables. Whereas Mark 4,10 provided a setting in 
which Jesus was alone (xoc1:oc !J..OVocc;) when the disciples came to ask about his 
parabolic language, Matt 13,10 again offers a scene which features the disciples' 
solemn approach: "Then the disciples came (npocrr;;A.~6nsc; oi !J..OC~7J'tctC) and as-
ked ... ". 
Early in hisnarrative Mark (Mark 2,1-12) set the story of the healing of the 
paralytic at home (sv ot'x~). that is, in a house which he locates in Capernaum. 
Without naming the city, Matthew locates the scene in Jesus' "own town" (s[~ 
1:~v [8(ocv n6A.Lv, 9,1), but does not specifically mention a house even though the 
narrative detail of the story requires the reader to place the scene in a house. 
The seemingly innocent reference to the house (olxoc;) in Mark 3,20 reflects 
much of that evangelist's thoughts relative to the use of the house motif. The 
short pericope in which it is contained (Mark 3,20-21), one which describes the 
people's reaction to Jesus, has been completely removed from Matthew's revi-
sion of the Markan text. 
In sum, whereas the house (cix(oc-olxoc;) is a significant narrative motif in the 
Markan gospel, its function in Matthew's account is clearly less significant. In 
Mark the house functions as a place for the manifestation of Jesus' compassio-
nate power. It is a place of intimacy between Jesus and his disciples and a privi-
leged locus for his activity as their teacher. Matthew has retained the house as 
the locale for the eure of Peter's mother-in-law and for the raising of the 
daughter of Jairus, and preserves the mention of a house as the narrative setting 
for Jesus' discourse with Matthew the tax collector and with Sirnon the Leper. 
Otherwise, the house has virtually disappeared as a setting for scenes in Matt-
hew's narrative. Specifically, one must note that Matthew has radically elimina-
ted the house as the locale for Jesus' particular instruction of his disciples. On 
the other hand, Matthew has often replaced Mark's house motif with a scene 
wherein the disciples formally approach J esus and discourse with him. 
2.3 "Going Home" 
What has Matthew, the redactor, done with the Markan discourse material 
wherein Jesus speaks about a house? 
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What he has done with Mark's "go home" motif (Mark 2,11; 5,19; 7,30; 8,3, 
26) is striking. The Markan Jesus commands the paralytic to go home (2,11). 
Matthew retains the command (9,6),52 but underscores the reality of the miracle 
by stating that the paralytic did, in fact, go home (9,7). Mark had left the fulfill-
ment of the command to the readers' imagination. Matthew's use of the com-
mand-fulfillment schema not only brings the miracle story to a neat conclusion, 
it also recalls the divine authority irnplicit in the command and human responsi-
veness to that authority.53 On the other hand, and insofar as the use of the house 
motif is concerned, it has sirnply been irnbedded within the miracle story 
schema. 
In addition, Matthew has eliminated any mention of the Canaanite woman 
going home (15,28; cf. Mark 7,30). The proof element within his version of the 
miracle story has been reduced to a laconic, "and her daughter was healed in-
stantly". By omitting the story of the eure of the blind man (Mark 8,22-26), 
Matthew has also incidentally omitted the command to go home which Jesus 
addressed to the once blind man (Mark 8,26). From the public soliloquy with 
which the feeding story begins (15,32; cf. Mark 8,3), Matthew has also elimina-
ted the mention of the homes of the four thousand. 
Matthew's most striking omission of Mark's "go home" motif is undoubtedly 
the command given to the Gerasene demoniac to "Go home to your friends, and 
teil them how much the Lord has clone for you, and what mercy he has shown 
you" (Mark 5,19). Arguably this omission may stem from Matthew's notion that 
Jesus' ministry is to the lost sheep of the house of Israel and that his disciples 
are to exercise a similar mission during his lifetime (15,25; 10,6). Not only does 
the once possessed man not proclairn J esus to be Lord in the Decapolis (Mark 
5,20), but the Matthean Jesus does not enter the Decapolis.54 the activity which 
Mark locates in the Decapolis is placed on the mountain by Matthew (Matt 
15,29-31; cf. Mark 7,31-37). By eliminating Jesus' command to the demoniac, 
Matthew has elirninated a command that the proclamation of the good news be 
made outside of Israel. He has also deleted a privileged passage wherein the 
home is a setting for the announeerneut of the Lord's mercy. 
52 With editorial emendation of the first part of the command. 
53 Cf. Matt 1,21-22.25-26. 
54 Cf. Matt 4,25. 
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2.4 The House as a Motif in Discourse 
When we Iook at Matthew's rendition of the discourse material in which the 
Markan Jesus used oi.xioc-o[xoc; vocabulary, we find that Matthew continues to 
alter the house tradition. 
2.4.1 This is apparent in the three Markan missionary passages in which the 
house figures as a significant motif (Mark 6,4.10; 10,29-30). In his extended mis-
sionary discourse (Ch. 10), Matthew has radically reworked the Markan logion, 
"Wherever you enter a house, stay there until you leave the place" (Mark 6,10). 
In its stead, Matthew has "Whatever town or village you enter, find out who in it 
is worthy, and stay there until you leave" (10,11). Matthew's version of the logion 
betrays his ethical interest, but he has also shifted the missionaries' venue to a 
town or village (n6/-.~v ~ )tW[J.7JV), in a way similar tothat in which he located the 
eure of the paralytic in a town rather than a home (9,1). With respect to the nar-
rative ofthat eure (9,1-8), Matthew has even eliminated the homey detail of the 
bearers going through the roof so as to provide the paralytic with access to Jesus 
( cf. Mark 2,4; Luke 3,19). In Matthew's gospel the house no Ionger functions as 
a barrier as it does in Mark.55 
Having transformed the Markan missionary Iogion (10,11; par. Mark 6,10), 
Matthew expatiates on entrance into the town with a reflection on entrance inta 
the house: "As you enter the hause (oixCa:), greet it. If the house is worthy, let 
your peace come upon it; but if it is not worthy, Iet your peace return to you" 
(10,12-13). Matthew's ethical interests are apparent in this redactional insertion 
into the Markan material. Since Matthew has written abaut both the town and 
the house, his editorial work allows him to expand on Mark 6,11 by an editorial 
explanation of when it is appropriate to shake the dust from one's feet, namely, 
"as you leave that house or town" (10,14). The addition reflccts Matthcw's rc-
dactional interplay of town and hause. 
The twa other Markan missionary logia in which the hause matif occurs are 
also transformed by Matthew, albeit not as radically. From Mark's "prophets are 
not without honor, except in their hometown, and among their own kin, and in 
their own house" (Mark 6,4), Matthew has deleted "and among their own kin" 
55 In his redaction of the Markan tale of the eure of the paralytic, Matthew has also 
eliminated Mark 2,2, with its mention of the people who could not find room, not even at 
the door. 
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(13,57). In comparison with this minor revision, Matthew's version of the Iogion 
on wandering discipleship (19,29) has been substantially altered. 
Mark had a solemnly introduced "there is no one who has left house or bro-
thers or sisters or mother or father or children or fields, for my sake and for the 
sake of the good news, who will not receive a hundredfold now in this age - hou-
ses, brothers and sisters, mothers and children, and fields with persecutions -
andin the age to come eternallife" (Mark 10,29-30). Matthew has otherwise si-
tuated the solemn introductory lemma,56 trivialized the motif of leaving home, 
and, in his simplification, deleted the reference to "houses" from Mark 10,30. 
Matthew's version of the Iogion is "everyone who has left houses or brothers or 
sisters or father or mother of children or fields, for my name's sake, will receive 
a hundredfold, and will inherit eternal life" (19,29). By substituting a plural 
oixCoct;; for Mark's singular oixCocv, Matthew has transformed the motif from that 
of leaving home to that of abandoning one's possessions. Redaction-critical 
analysis of Matthew's gospel has led several commentators to suggest that at 
least some members of the Matthean community were relatively affluent.57 By 
his use of a plural oixCocc;;, Matthew may be reflecting the social situation of the 
community for which he was writing. In any case, Matthew's emendation of the 
Iogion substantially alters the leaving home motif found in Mark. He has aban-
doned the notion of a missionary leaving his home of origin in order to embrace 
another or other households. 
2.4.2 Mark also used the home motif in two parables whose perspective is 
that of the kingdom to come, the parable of the strong man's house (Mark 3,24-
27) and the parable of the man going on the journey (Mark 13,34-37). Matthew's 
narrative does not contain the latter parable.58 Its exhortation on vigilance, 
"Therefore, keep awake - for you do not know when the master of the house will 
come, in the evening, or at midnight, or at cockcrow, or at dawn" (Mark 13,37) 
has been adopted and adapted by Matthew who has used it as the first of a series 
of logia on vigilance, which is appended to the parable of Noah and the flood 
(24,42). In Matthew's syncopated version of Mark 13,37 the "master of the 
56 Matthew has inserted the logion on judgment (19,28) immediately after the <i[L~V 
f.-€ycu U[Li: v lemma, thereby removing its function as an enhancement of the logion on ra-
dical discipleship ( cf. Mark 10,29-30). 
57 Compare Matt 10,9 with Mark 6,8 (cf. Luke 6,3). 
58 There are, however, similarities between Mark 13,34 and the Matthean setting 
(25,14-15) of the parable of the talents which Matthew has taken from the Q source 
(Matt 25,14-30; Luke 19,11-17). 
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hause" (o XUpW~ 1:~~ otxtOC~) has been replaced by "your Lord" (o XUpLO~ Up_c;)v): 
"Keep awake therefore, for you do not know on what day your Lord is coming". 
By means of this editorial emendation, Matthew has accentuated the vision of 
Jesus as Lord, but he has effectively eliminated the image of the hauseholder as 
a powerful metaphor of the parousiac Lord. 
The logion of Matt 24,42 is followed by the Q logion on the thief in the night 
(24,43-44; cf. Luke 12,39-40). In this eschatological warning, Matthew's Jesus 
speaks about an owner of the hause ( otxo5's(m01:'1)~) who, had he known, "would 
not have lethishause (oixCoc) be broken into" (Matt 24,43; cf. Luke 12,39). Matt-
hew has carefully crafted his discourses. As often as not, they are composites of 
material coming from different sources.59 This is certainly true of Matt 24,37-44, 
where the evangelist makes use of Q material (VV. 37-41; cf. Luke 17,26-36), 
Mark (V. 42),60 and more Q material (VV. 42-44; cf. Luke 12,39-40). "Hause" 
serves as a catchword linking tagether the lauer two units of this disparate mate-
rial. 
The Q logion on the thief in the night is not without some parallel with the 
logion on the strong man (12,29-30).61 Matthew has taken over the logion on the 
strong man from his Markan source (12,25-30; cf. Mark 3,23-27). The rhetorical 
question and consequent reflection in 12,29 retains Mark's two references to the 
hause. Matthew's initial rhetorical question and his setting of the scene differ 
from that of Mark (12,25-26; cf. Mark 3,23-26). Unlike Mark, Matthew does not 
identify the discourse as a parable.62 He has, moreover, modified the Markan 
phrase on the division of Satan so that it has become a saying on the division of 
Satan's kingdom. For our purposes it is significant to note that, whereas Mark 
contained a conditional sentence, the protasis and apodosis of which respectively 
speak of a house divided and a hause standing, Matthew has a gnomic statement 
which affirms that "no city or hause divided against itself will stand" (12,25). 
Once again Matthew has introduced the n6f..L~ into his story. He has undersco-
red the importance of unity for the city and for the hause. 
59 Cf. Collins, Divorce, 153-154. 
60 This verse has not been taken over by Luke. 
61 Cf. Mark 3,27; Luke 11,21-22. In the Lukan version of the logion the house has 
become a palace (ocu/..~v). 
62 This may be due to the compulsiveness with which Matthew treats of his themes. 
In Matthew's gospel, Jesus' discoursein parables is tobe found in 13,3-53. 
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The n6f...Lc; also occurs in Matthew's Sermon on the Mount,63 which Matthew 
has composed on the basis of materials coming from different sources, all of 
which he has carefully crafted into a coherent unit. In the passage on the light of 
the world (5,14-16), Matthew has introduced a Markan mashal, in the form of a 
rhetorical question (Mark 4,21), into a unit which is largely of his own making. 
Matthew characterizes Mark's lamp as giving light to "all in the hause (miow 
1:oi:c; 6v 'tjj oixC(f.; 5,15). The phrase is absent from Mark- and from Luke! - but it 
contributes to the formation of a nice parallelism between the hause and the 
city, to which Matthew, redactor, has made reference in 5,14. 
2.4.3 As we Iook at the Matthean redaction of those passages in the Markan 
story in which the earlier evangelist has used oixCoc-o[xoc; vocabulary, we should, 
for completeness' sake also consider the Matthean redaction of Mark 12,40 and 
13,15 as well as Mark's reference to the temple as the hause of God in 2,26 and 
11,17. Mark's reference to the scribes' devouring the houses of widows is found 
only in the form of a textual variant in the series of woes directed to the scribes 
and Pharisees (23,14).64 On the other hand, the homey detail about someone ta-
king things from the house at the time of the eschatological crisis is retained by 
Matthew (24,17; cf. Mark 13:15). Matthew has also retained the Markan refe-
rences to the temple as the hause of God (12,4, cf. Mark 2,26; 21,13, cf. Mark 
11,17), although he has dropped from the biblical catena at 21,13 the Isaian and 
Markan reference to the hause of God as a house of prayer "for all the nations". 
2.4.5 This rapid survey of the Matthean redaction of the discourse material 
in Mark in which oix(oc-dxoc; vocabulary appears conflrms the impression that 
onc gains from looking at the Matthean redaction of the Markan narrative ma-
terial. To a large extent Matthew has eliminated the motif of the house from his 
version of the Markan discourse material. Matthew has, moreover, modilled 
some ofthat discourse material in such a way that Mark's vocabulary is maintai-
ned, but the theme of the house has been changed. In particular, one might note 
Matthew's tendency to overshadow Mark's house by reference to the city 
(n6f...Lc;), a redactional procedure akin to Matthew's replacement of Mark's house 
as a setting for his narrative with a scenario in which the disciples solemnly ap-
proach Jesus, their teacher and Lord. 
63 See 5, 14 and 5,35, where Jerusalem is identified as the city of the great king. 
64 
"That ver. 14 is an interpolation derived from the parallel in Mk 12,40 or Lk 20.47 
is clear", writes B.M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 
London-New York 1971,60. 
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2.5 UnprecedentedAppearances ofthe House in Narrative Settings 
Our survey of Matthew's redaction of the Markan Vorlage has thus far allo-
wed us to pass in review sixteen of Matthew's twenty-six65 uses of dxtc:x. and four 
of his nine uses of o?:xo~. Let us now examine those passages of Matthew's gospel 
in which the oCxtc:x.-o?:xo~ vocabulary appears without its having been in Matthew's 
Markan source. 
2.5.1 A first series of passages consists of those pericopes in which Mattbew 
introduces a house into bis narrative setting (2,11; 13,1, 36; 9,28). In 2,11 Matt-
hew informs bis readers that, "on entering the house", the wise men from the 
East saw the cbild with Mary his mother and that there they knelt down and paid 
him bomage. 
2.5.2 In 13,1 Matthew introduces the sermon on parables with his own nar-
rative setting, "Tbat same day J esus went out of the house and sat beside the 
sca". At tbis point in hisnarrative Matthew has tboroughly reworked the settings 
of his Markan source (Mark 4,1), which did not make reference to a house. Just 
prior to beginning the Sermon in Parables, Matthew had indicated (12,46.47) 
that Jesus' mother and brothers were standing "outside". In this way Matthew 
suggested, but did not explicitly affirm, tbat Jesus was in a house. Unlike his 
Markan source (Mark 3,20) Matthew bad not mentioned Jesus' entrance into a 
house. In 13,1, nonetheless, the evangelist makes explicit the implications of his 
borrowing of Mark 3,31-35 as a source of 12,46-50 by citing Jesus' exit from the 
house. The house inquestion is presumably the house at Capernaum,66 but 
Matthew does not explicitly say so. 
That Jesus is sitting andin a boat67 beside the sea (13,1-2) while delivering 
the first part of the sermon in parables serves to underscore the fact that Jesus is 
not in the house as he speaks. His presence outside of the house draws the 
crowds like a magnet.68 Interestingly, while "sitting" is the normal posture of the 
teaching rabbi, Matthew has deleted Mark's reference to Jesus' "teaching" in pa-
65 That is, if the variant reading at 13,14 is included. 
66 See Matt 4,13; 9,10.28. 
67 Gnilka's SeekanzeL See J. Gnilka, Das Matthäusevangelium, I (HTh.K, 1/1), 
Freiburg-Basel-Wien 1986, 477. 
68 Ibid. 
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rables (Mark 4,1). Apparently Matthew reserves the idea of teaching to the ex-
plication of the law.69 
2.5.3 After Jesus had expounded four parables to the crowds, he left the 
crowds and entered the house (13,36), where the disciples asked him for an ex-
planation of the second parable, the parable of the wheat and the tares: "Then 
he left the crowds and went into the house. And his disciples approached him, 
saying, 'Explain to us the parable of the weeds in the fields'". 
Matthew's redactional hand is apparent throughout the entire pericope of the 
explanation of the parable of the wheat and the tares?0 It is also quite visible in 
the actual setting of the scene. Matthew's use of the house as a locus for Jesus' 
separation from the crowd and his intimate presence with the disciples seems to 
have a Markan ring.71 He appears to have borrowed the motif from Mark 7,17, 
where the disciples ask Jesus about the parable on defilement. In addition to 
transposing the verse from its location in the Markan sequence,72 Matthew has 
emended it in various fashions. For our purposes, two emendations are most 
noteworthy. First, Matthew has introduced the characteristic solemn approach 
of the disciples to Jesus (rcpocr~A.~ov oc(rcc;> o~ ~oc~rp:ocL oc\n:oü). Secondly, the disci-
ples, as good pupils, ask for an e:xplanation. Their asking for an explanation73 
separates them from the crowds. By asking, they show that they have begun to 
understand the meaning of what Jesus had said. 
69 See J. Lambrecht, Out of the Treasure. The Parabi es in the Gospel of Matthew 
(Louvain Theological and Pastoral Monographs, 10), Louvain-Grand Rapids 1992, 156. 
70 See!. Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus, New York 21972,82-84. 
71 Apropos the house setting of 13,36, Gnilka has noted that the house is the locus 
of community catechesis. See Gnilka, Mt I, 500. 
72 
146. 
73 
Wilkins suggests that it is an expansion from Mark 4,34. See Wilkins, Concept, 
In his reworking of Mark 7,17 ad locum (15,12), Matthew has deleted the refe-
rence to the house and introduced the solernn approach of the disciples. Matthew 
concludes his lengthy insertion (15,12b-15) into the Markan verse with Peter serving as 
spokesperson for the disciples and asking for an explanation of the parable ( on defile-
ment). In the New Testament the verb ~pat,:cLV is used only in Matt 13,36 and 15,15. As-
king for an explanation is not the only function that Matthew attributes once to the disci-
ples and at another time to Peter. See, for example, Matt 16,19 and 18,18, in reference to 
binding and loosing. 
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2.5.4 The story of the payment of the temple tax (17,24-27) comes from the 
Matthean Sondergut.74 The pericope focuses on the role of Peter as someone 
who has learned from Jesus. The scene is set in Jesus' harne in Capernaum?5 
"When they reached Capernaum ... and when he came home" (VV. 24-25). This 
last expression, Iiterally, "into the house", implies that Jesus had a harne in Ca-
pernaum. In 17,25, Jesus the teacher takes the initiative and singies out Peter for 
instruction. The subject matter for the instruetion will, incidentally, eontinue to 
be an issue for the ehureh of Matthew's day. Matthew's Peter, the nurober two 
hero of his story, had reeeived domestie instruetion on the topic. 
2.5.5 In these two passages (13,36-53; 17,24-27) the discipies reeeive instrue-
tion from Jesus in the hause. In Matt 9,28 the evangelist sets the healing of two 
blind men in the house. The narrative (9,27-31), whieh has no sequentiai parallel 
in Matthew's Markan source, seems to be a Iiterary cloubiet of Matthew's story 
of Jesus' eure of two blind men on the roadside near Jericho (20,29-34). The 
Iatter story is Matthew's version of the eure of blind Bartimaeus (Mark 10,46-
52), but Matthew has multiplied the nurober of blind men, obviating the mention 
of Bartimaeus by name. 
The Numeruswechsel and the ereation of the shorter literary cloubiet for 9,27-
31 are most Iikeiy the resuit of Matthew's eompositionai theory. The evangeiist 
seems to give evidenee of an aimost eompuisive tendeney to colleet and organize 
as he teils his story of J esus. Instruetion for the discipies is found in chapters 5-7 
and parabies in ehapter 13. The systematic eolleetion of Jesus's miracles is loea-
ted in ehapters 8-9. The evangelist eomments on these messianic works ('tti spya 
1:oü Xpunoü, 11,2) by means of a brief dialogue between the disciples of John 
(the Baptist) and Jesus (11,2-6). A short eatena of passages from Isaiah (29,18; 
35,5-6, 42,18; 26,19) is used to expiain that the wonderfui aetivities of Jesus are 
tobe understood "according to the scriptures" (11,5).76 This explanation genera-
lizes what the reader of Matthew's gospei already knows from the evangeiist's 
formuiaic use oflsa 53,4 in 8,17. 
74 Wilkins, Concept, 199 describes it as the only Petrine passage which he classifies 
as unique Matthean material. 
75 Gnilka suggests that, since the setting is Capernaum, the evangelist is thinking 
about Peter's house. See J. Gnilka, Das Matthäusevangelium, II (HThK, 1/2), Freiburg-
Basel-Wien 1986, 116 ( cf. p. 114). 
76 See the xrnti 1:tic; ypatp<ic; of 1 Cor 15,3-4. 
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From the standpoint of his own eompositional teehniques, it was neeessary 
for the evangelist to eollate Jesus' mirades before applying to them the compre-
hensive seriptural apologetic found in 11,5. Thus a story of the eure of the blind 
was included in the eollection of miracle stories (Matthew 8-9). Isa 29,18 speaks, 
however, of the eyes of the blind (plural) who shall see. In order to show that Je-
sus literally fulfilled the seriptural program, Matthew had to portray Jesus as 
healing more than a single blind person.77 Henee the duplication of the blind 
men in 9,27-31. Matthew's own narrative eonsisteney78 then led to the introduc-
tion of a seeond blind man on the road near Jericho, whose Markan source 
(Mark 10,46-52) served as the Vorlage for both 20,29-34 and 9,27-31. 
Matthew's redaetional ereation of 9,27-31 is set in the house: "When he en-
tered the house, the blind men eame to him; and Jesus said to them ... "(V. 28). 
Insofar as the foeus is on Jesus' entering the home, the setting bears some simi-
larity with Mark's language and theme. At this juncture in his narrative, Matt-
hew has, moreover, been following the Markan sequence. The miracle story 
which Matthew has narrated just previously, namely, the raising of the daughter 
of Jairus was likewise loeated in a house, just as it was in Matthew's Markan 
source (9,23; cf. Mark 5,38). By placing the eure of the blind men in a house, 
Matthew provides a form of closure for this collection of miracles, which began 
with a house motif (8,8.14) and ends with a house motif (9,23.28). The house in 
which the blind men were eured provides, moreover, an isolated (or seeret) set-
ting for this otherwise uureported mirade story. 
2.6 Matthew's Use of Q 
2.6.1 A seeond series of passages in whieh dx.Coc-ol:x.o<; vocabulary appears in 
Matthew, but not in Mark, comprises diseourse material taken over from Q, 
Matthew's seeond major souree. The Q tradition's most signifieant speeeh about 
a house, "the house built upon the roek", is the final pericope (7,24-27) of Matt-
hew's Sermon on the Mount. Luke has similarly placed this Q material at the 
77 Another interesting example of the Matthean Jesus' literal fulfillment of the 
scriptural program is to be found in 21,7, wherein Jesus is portrayed as riding into the city 
astride two animals ( cf. Zech 9,9 as quoted in 21,5). 
78 Sirnilar examples of Matthean consistency are to be found in 10,3 and 5,32. The 
identification of Matthew as a tax collector reflects the giving of Matthew to the tax 
collector featured in the vocation story of 9,9-13 ( cf. Mark 2,13-17). Although the formu-
lation is somewhat different, the exception clause of 5,32 is consistent with the exception 
clause in 19,9. 
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conclusion of his Sermon on the Plain (Luke 6,47-49). Each of these literary ver-
sians of the parable of the hause mentions the hause (cixCoc) four times. When 
Matthew's version is compared to that of Luke, however, it is clear that Matthew 
has sharpened the cantrast between the two houses which appear in the parable 
and that he has accentuated the foundation of the hause as the element which is 
of decisive importance in determining the fate of the structure. 
By respectively qualifying the respective house-builders as a wise man and a 
foolish man Matthew has accentuated the cantrast between the two parts of the 
logia. The wise person is one who builds a house upon rock, whereas a foolish 
individual builds a house on sand. The cantrast between wise and foolish per-
sons is a stock motif within the wisdom tradition but it does not appear in Luke's 
version of the Q logion. 
A synoptic reading of the two Versions of the saying allows Matthew's more 
sharply antithetical formulation of the material to come even more clearly into 
view: 
Matt 7,2A-27 
Everyone then who hears these words of 
mine and acts on them will be like a 
wise man who built his house on rock. 
The rain fell, the floods came, and the 
winds blew and beat on that house, but 
it did not fall, because it had been foun-
ded on rock. 
And everyone who hears these words of 
mine and does not act on them will be 
like a foolish man who built his house 
on sand. The rain feil, and the floods 
came, and the winds blew and beat 
agairrst that house, and it feil - and great 
was its fall. 
Luke 6,47-49 
I will show you what someone is like 
who comes to me, hears my words, and 
acts on them. That one is like a man 
building a house, who dug deeply and 
laid the foundation on rock; when a 
flood arose, the river burst against that 
house but could not shake it, because it 
had been well built. 
But the one who hears and does not act 
is like a man who built a house on the 
ground without a foundation. When the 
river burst agairrst it, immediately it fell, 
and great was the ruin of that house. 
Space does not permit a complete analysis of the pericope, but it may prove 
useful to cite a few differential elements. For example, Matthew's version lacks 
the quasi-narrative introduction found in Luke, "I will show you what someone is 
like who comes to me"?9 Matthew's wording, with its systematic emphasis on 
"the fall": oux 6nscrsv, 6nscrsv, ~ n-cwcrLt; ( as compared with Luke's oux tcrx. ucrsv 
79 Fora comparative analysis of ~he Q material seeA. Polag, Fragmenta Q. Textheft 
zur Logienquelle, Neukirchen/Vluyn 1982, 38-39. 
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()OC/..soo<u, ()UVtbte()eV, 1:0 p~y~oc), contrasts the result of the storm with much fi-
ner focus than does Luke's version. Moreover, Matthew's description of the ca-
lamity, with its apocalyptic tone, is verbally identical in both parts of the logion: 
"the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and beat against that 
hause" (VV. 25.27). 
In Matthew's more strictly antithetical presentation of the two parts of the 
Iogion there is an increased emphasis upon the foundation on which the hause is 
built. Matthew's "who built his hause on rock" is a more concise narrative for-
mulation than is Luke's "building a hause, who dug deeply and laid the founda-
tion on rock". The brevity of Matthew's description is consistent with the general 
terseness of the Matthean text, but it is clear that it also draws a sharp cantrast 
between the respective foundations of the houses in the two parts of the parable: 
there is a hause built on rock and another built on sand. The Matthean cantrast 
is much sharper than is the cantrast found in the Lukan version of the logion. 
Matthew's concise formulation also emphasizes the foundation "on rock" (sm: 
1:~v rc€1:pocv) in a way that is not found in Luke. That focus is further highlighted 
when Matthew describes the reason why the hause was able to sustain the rava-
ges of the storm. It was able to do so "because it had been founded on rock" (in 
comparison with Luke's "because it had been well built"). Matthew's concise 
formulation also allows for a sharp cantrast to be drawn between the action of 
the wise man who built his hause on rock and the foolish man who built his 
hause on sand ( 6rc~ 1:~v Ci~iJ.ov; in comparison with Luke's "on the ground with-
out a foundation"). 
2.6.2 Minor differences between Matthew and Luke characterize the four 
one-liners which speak about a hause and which Matthew has taken over from 
Q (11,8; 12,44; 23,38; 24,43). A Q Iogion on John the Baptist appears in 11,8, 
"Look, those who wear soft rohes are in royal palaces (otxotc;)". The clarifying o'(-
xmc; is not present in the Lukan parallel (Luke 7,25), which otherwise evinces 
some differences from the Matthean version of the logion. In 12,44 the soliloquy 
attributed to the unclean spirit includes the reflection, "I will return to my hause" 
(otxoc;), just as it does in the Lukan parallel (11,24).80 In the lamentover Jeru-
salem, the Matthean Jesus proclaims, "See, your house is left to you, desolate" 
80 There are several differences in the extant Greek versions of this saying which do 
not generally affect the translation of the verses into English. 
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(23,38),81 an allusion to Jer 22,5. In this traditional saying the hause (olxo<;;) is 
clearly a reference to the Jerusalem temple. Finally, and as has been previously 
noted, Matthew has inserted into his formal eschatological discourse a saying 
about an owner of the hause who, had he known, "would not have let his hause 
( oi.xüx.) be broken into" (Matt 24,43). 
2.6.3 A house appears in another passage in which Matthew, the evangelist, 
works with his Q source. This is the story of the healing of the centurion's ser-
vant (8:5-13; cf. Luke 7,1-10), wherein Matthew, but not Luke, mentions that the 
servant is lying paralyzed "at home". That narrative detail may be inferred from 
8,8 and may reflect a Matthean insight that Jesus acts from afar on behalf of 
Gentiles.82 
2. 7 A Different Kind of Missionary Saying 
2.7.1 The other two mentions of a hause (olxo<;;) in Matthew's gospel are 
mission statements. One pertains to the mission of Jesus (15,24), the other to 
the mission of the twelve apostles83 (10,6). The Matthean pericope on the eure 
of the daughter of the Canaanite woman (15,21-28), includes a comment by Je-
sus relative to the scope of his mission, "I was sent only to the lost sheep of the 
hause of Israel". As most mission statements, this Iogion reflects the vision of the 
early church rather than a statement of the historical Jesus.84 The Iogion is a 
Matthean insertion into a narrative which the evangelist has essentially taken 
over from his Markan source (Mark 7,24-30). In reworking the earlier narrative, 
Matthew has deleted Mark's reference to two houses, the one in which the dialo-
gue between Jesus and the woman took place (Mark 7,24), and the one in which 
the possessed girl was at home in her bed (Mark 7,30). 
The mission statement of 15,24 presumably derives from early Christian 
discussions on the Gentile mission. It affirms the church's conscious awareness 
that Jesus' own mission was to Israel. As "Lord", however, he was able to effect 
81 "Ep'l']~O<;; is not present in the Lukan version of the logion Luke 13,35). Neither is 
it found in the Codex Vaticanus and several of the ancient versions. Some authors are of 
the opinion that the adjective was added to the Matthean text in order to make it more 
conformable with the text from Jeremiah. See Metzger, Textual Commentary, 61. 
82 Matthew locates the scene in Capernaum (8,5), which he has previously described 
as lying in Galilee of the Gentiles. See 4,13-17. 
83 I have briefly commented upon Matthew's use of "twelve apostles" in: Collins, 
These Things, 73-78. 
84 Cf. R. Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, Oxford 21968, 150-163. 
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healing from afar. In comparison with the Markan pericope, the Matthean ver-
sion of the story has a much more pronounced christological interest. Not only 
does it contain the mission Iogion of 15,34 but a thrice-repeated invocation of 
Jesus as Lord appears on the lips of the Canaanite. In the first instance Jesus is 
addressed as Lord and Son of David. In Mark, there is no mission statement and 
there is but a singleformal address of Jesus as Lord (Mark 7,253; cf. Matt 15,27). 
Matthew's rendition of the dialogue with the Canaanite may be compared 
with his version of the dialogue with the centurion (8,5-13). In both instances 
there is a healing from a distance. In both instances J esus praises the faith of the 
petitioner. There is also a manifest parallelism between 8,13, "'Let it be done for 
you according to your faith'. And the servant was healed in that hour", and 15,28, 
"'Let it be done for you as you wish'. And her daughter was healed instantly".85 
In many respects the two scenes are parallel, the one focusing on males, the 
other on females. They share a common perspective, namely, the significance of 
Jesus' mission for Gentiles. 
2.7.2 In missionary discourse of chapter ten, the first of Jesus' instructions to 
the twelve is: "Go nowhere among the Gentiles, and enter no town of the Sama-
ritans, but go rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel" (10,5-6). The mis-
sion to the lost sheep of the house of Israel is entrusted to the twelve. The mis-
sion of Jesus (15,28) is theirs. When compared with 15,28 the expanded mission 
statement of 10,5-6 explicitates the fact that the mission to the house of Israel 
reflects early Christian dialogue about the mission to the Gentiles. 
The idea that the mission of the twelve apostles is identical with that of Jesus 
is consistent with Matthew's overall vision of the twelve, as disciples, learning 
from Jesus and continuing his same mission. Jesus preached, "Repent, for the 
kingdom of heaven has come near" ( 4,17);86 the twelve are sent to proclaim the 
good news, "the kingdom of heaven has come near" (10,7). In the great finale of 
Matthew's gospel, the disciples are instructed to teach all nations everything that 
Jesus had commanded them (28,20). The content of the message of the disciples 
85 The parallelism is more apparent in Greek than it is in the English of the NRSV. 
The NRSV's translation does not refleet the use of ~ i.lpa: sxsCv'f) as the temporal indiea-
tion of the eure in both narratives. 
86 In similar fashion the Matthean John the Baptist proclaimed "Repent, for the 
kingdom of heaven has come near" (3,2). Thus a ehain has been created: John, represen-
ting the tradition - Jesus - the disciples. This ehain of tradition is similar to that found in 
rabbinie sehools where teaehing was handed down from one generation of rabbis to the 
next. 
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is the same as that of Jesus, but Jesus' resurrection and authorization provides 
the occasion for the breakout of the message. Prior to the resurrection it was li-
mited to the lost sheep of the house of Israel; after the resurrection it is exten-
ded to all nations. A new generation of disciples is to be made from among all 
the nations. 
2.8 An Ovoview 
This overview of passages in which Matthew has made use of o[xCoc-o[xot; vo-
cabulary has revealed that the house is a significant motif in his narrative. Y et it 
is otherwise significant from what it is in Mark. In Matthew the house has been 
liberated from its attachment to the "Messianic secret". It does not seem to 
function in any particularly significant fashion as a symbol of Jesus' intimacy 
with his disciples and the privileged locale of his instruction to them. Nor does 
the house seem to reflect the social situation of the early Christian proclamation 
of the gospel, as it does in Mark. 
In fact, Matthew has deleted or radically transformed many of the Markan 
references to the house. He has introduced the house of Peter (8,14) and Jesus' 
house (2,11; 9,10.28; 13,1.36; 17,25). In Jesus' home, Peter is singled out as a 
disciple who merits particular instruction (17,24-27). A house, perhaps that of 
J esus', is introduced as the setting for the eure of two blind men not otherwise 
attested in the tradition (8,28) and as the setting for a eure from a distance (8, 
6). 
In the discourse material, the house motif figures significantly in the Sermon 
on the Mount and the Missionary Discourse. In the instruction, there is mention 
of light shining in the house (5,14) and the houses respectively built on rock and 
sand (7,24-27). In the commission, there is mention of a mission to the house of 
Israel (10,6), like that of Jesus' hirnself (15,24), and of a house that is worthy and 
one that is not, both located within some town or village to which the twelve 
disciples have been sent (10, 12-14). 
2.9 A Key to the Transfonnation ofthe House Motif 
Some insight into Matthew's use of the house motif may be gleaned from a 
pericope in which the house as such does not appear but in which the house is 
certainly on the horizon. That passage appears in the Matthean Sondergut, 
wherein, after having pronounced Sirnon blessed, J esus solemnly states: "Y ou 
are Petcr, and on this rock I will build my church (otxo~o[J..~O'<U [J..OU 1:~v EXXATJO'L-
ocv), and the gates of Hades will not prevail against it. I will give you the keys of 
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the kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, 
and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven" (16,18-19). The image 
isthat of a house built on a rock with Peter as its doorkeeper.87 
In its present formulation, Matthew's metaphor is mixed. Peter appears both 
as the rock on which the house is built and as the doorkeeper of the house. The 
mixed metaphor may have resulted from Matthew's juxtaposition of two origi-
nally independent logia used by the Palestinian Jewish-Christian church. In the 
Jewish tradition, the key of David- and Matthew's Jesus clearly belonged to the 
house of David! - was a symbol for the authority given to the teachers of the 
Law. The Q tradition makes use of the traditional motif in an isolated woe ad-
dressed, in Luke 11,52, to lawyers: "Woe to you lawyers! For you have taken 
away the key of knowledge; you did not enter yourselves, and you bindered those 
who were entering". 
Matthew, systematic and creative writer that he is, has inserted this woe into 
the collection of woes in chapter 23. His editorial band had clearly been at work 
in the formulation of the Q logion in 23,13: "But woe to you, scribes and Phari-
sees, hypocrites! For you lock people out of the kingdom of heaven. For you do 
not go in yourselves, and when others are going in, you stop them". The implica-
tion is clear: the scribes and the Pharisees, epitome of evil as they are in Matt-
hew's narrative,88 have maliciously used the keys given to them in order to pre-
vent people from entering the kingdom of heaven. 
Matthew's harshly worded argument with the scribes and Pharisees reflects 
not so much the Sitz-im-Leben of Jesus as it does the social situation of his own 
community. The time was a decade or so after the destruction of Jerusalem. The 
house which was the temple of Jerusalem (12,4; 21,13) had become desolate 
(23,38). It was a period in which the various Jewish sects were vying with one 
another for recognition and hegemony as God's true people.89 From the diver-
sity a new synthesis would emerge, a synthesis which J. Andrew Overman calls 
"formative Judaism". Matthew's Jewish Christian community was one of the 
competing parties. Over and agairrst his community was Phariseeism, the histori-
cal antecedent of rabbinie Judaism. 
87 Cf. "Keys of the Kingdom", in: Anchor Bible Dictionary IV, 31-32. 
88 See J.D. Kingsbwy, Matthew as Story, Philadelphia 21988, 19-24. 
89 See JA. Overman, Matthew's Gospel and Formative Judaism: The Social World 
of the Matthean Community, Minneapolis 1990. 
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Phariseeisrn, as the Judaisrn which would later develop recalled, had its he-
roes, the great rabbis. Two of the greatest names were those of Hillel and 
Shammai. Neither they nor their disciples saw eye-to-eye on every issue of bibli-
cal interpretation. The Mishnah would recall sorne of these differences, attribu-
ting thern respectively to the house of Hillel (beth Hillel) and the hause of 
Shammai (beth Shammai).90 The keys given to Matthew syrnbolize the authority 
given to him as a teacher of the Law. He was, as it were, the legendary chief 
rabbi of the Matthean cornrnunity, a hauseholder sirnilar to other legendary 
householders such as the great rahbis Hillel and Sharnrnai. His was the house 
which Jesus built. 
2.9.1 This perspective may help to clarify two other aspects of Matthew's use 
of the hause rnotif. The first is the ambiguity which surrounds the hause of Jesus 
(2,11; 9,28; 13,1.36; 17,25). In 2,11 there is mention of ahornein which the wise 
rnen from the East kneel down and pay homage to Jesus. That house is located 
in Bethlehern. Once Jesus has begun his Spirit-ftlled rnission, he seerns never to 
have returned to the house in Bethlehern. There is also a seaside house appea-
ring in a variety of narrative sequences in which the seaside hause seems to be 
Jesus' own harne (9,28; 13,1.36; 17,25), but the evangelist never rnakes explicit 
the implications of his wording in this regard. 
On the other hand, Matthew 9,1 represents a striking reworking of Mark 2,1. 
Mark rnentions the presence of Jesus in Capernaum, where "it was reported that 
he was at home". Schalars have long conjectured that Mark had the house of the 
fisherrneu Sirnon and Andrew in rnind (2,29)91 as he set the scene of Jesus' 
withdrawal frorn the great numbers of people who followed hirn. In his recasting 
of the setting, Matthew no Ionger writes about Capernaum nor does he write 
about Jesus being at home - although the miracle story which follows is ob-
viously located in a hause. Rather, Matthew teils his readers that Jesus went to 
his own city (9,1). The implication clearly isthat Jesus is at hornein a city by the 
sea. 
Is the house in which Jesus is at home Peter's house? The evangelist leaves 
his readers in a cloud of unknowing. Perhaps the ambiguity has been delibera-
tely intended. The hause which looms large in the Matthean perspective is the 
90 See, for example, M. Git. 9,10. 
91 See, for example, E. Ravaratto, La 'casa' del vangelo di Marco e la casa di Sirnone 
Pietro?, in: Antonianum 42 (1967) 399-419. 
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house built on the rock. Peter is the doorkeeper of that house. The house of 
Peter is the house that Jesus built. The realization that Peter'shouse is Jesus' 
house may well explain why Matthew is so ambiguous in regard to the domestic 
settings which he introduces into his narrative. 
2.9.2 Does, in fact, that house 1oom so large on Matthew's narrative per-
spective? This brings us to another important feature of Matthew's use of the 
house motif. That is its presence in the Sermon on the Mount. The Sermon is 
addressed to Jesus' disciples (5,1), presumably the twelve of them (10,1). They 
are formally instructed on the interpretation of the Law and the prophets ( esp. 
5, 21-48) and they are challenged to have a righteousness exceeding that of the 
scribes and Pharisees. They are described as the light, a light which gives light to 
all in the house (5,14). It has already been noted that it is Matthew who has in-
troduced the reference to the house into the simile. Is it too much to suggest 
that at this point the evangelist already has the house of Peter, that is the church, 
in mind as he writes about the light shining in the house? 
The suggestion may be gratuitous were it not for two facts, namely, that 
Matthew has self-consciously introduced the mention of the house in 5,14 and 
that he brings the Sermon on the Mount to a close with reference to a house, 
actually two houses which are then compared with one another. Obviously the 
more important of the two houses is the house built on rock (7,25). It is only a 
metaphor, a metaphor, that is, for the activity of everyone who hears Jesus' 
words and acts on them. 
2.9.3 One ought not treat the Matthean Jesus' mashalim as if they were 
mere allegories. On the other hand, among the evangelists it is clearly Matthew 
who most readily resorts to an allegorical interpretation of figurative language. 
One need only cite his interpretation of the parable of the wheat and the tares 
(13,36-43), his rendition of the parable of the great feast, with its interpretive 
addendum (22,1-14), and his version of the parable and the tenants (21,33-41) as 
cases in point. 
With this in mind, it is all the more striking that Matthew has encompassed 
the major portion of the Sermon on the Mount within an imaginative domestic 
framework. The image of the house is clearly applied to those who hear Jesus' 
words and do them. This is precisely what is to be expected of those who belong 
to the hause of Peter, the beth Cephas. 
Indeed, even if one were to allow Matthew's similes to function essentially as 
similes, it is nonetheless clear that the evangelist envisages that those whose be-
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havior - unlike that of the scribes and Pharisees and that of the gentiles92 - cor-
responds to Jesus' words, including his prophetic interpretation of the law are 
like light shining in a house, perhaps a house built on rock. It is difficult to es-
cape from the suggestion that it is within the house which is the church that life 
in keeping with Jesus' words is lived. In any case, it is patently clear that in 
Matthew's gospel the house functions as a powerful metaphor and that this use 
of the house motif is far more significant than is the use of the house to desi-
gnate a physicallocale for Jesus' activity. 
By way of conclusion to this essay, we need only to recall that almost irnme-
diately after the conclusion to the Sermon on the Mount comes a juxtaposition 
of two stories about a house. Despite his offer to go and eure the centurion's 
servant who was lying paralyzed at home, Jesus did not do so (8,5-13). In 
contrast, Jesus did enter the home of Peter and there effected the eure of Peter's 
mother-in-law (8,14-17). The cantrast shows the importance of the house motif 
in Matthew's gospel. It is Peter's house that Jesus entered. That is not surprising 
for the house built on the rock is Jesus' own house. 
92 See 6,5-8. 
